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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. DRIVE-context 

One of the projects of the European programme DRIVE is concerned with the problem of 
“Motorway Traffic Flow Monitoring and Control” and is named Christiane (Ref.nr. Vl 035). 
Prime Contractor of the project is INRETS (F); the Partners are Scetauroute (F), Technical 
University Munich (FRG), TRRL (UK), Wootton Jeffrey’s Consultants (UK), University of 
Thessaloniki (Greece) and Rijkswaterstaat (NL). Subcontractors are CERT, DERA and 
SERALP (F). 

The general objective of DRIVE is threefold: improve road transport efficiency, improve 
road transport safety and reduce environmental pollution. Motorway traffic monitoring and 
control are related to all of these objectives. Motorway control aims at optimal utilisation of 
the capacity of motorway networks, for which motorway monitoring is a necessary 
prerequisite. With respect to control strategies the DRIVE objective is “to establish a 
common framework in which different system control methods can be accommodated 
without losing compatibility”. (Annual Project Review Report of Christiane, 27-09-89). 

1.2. Project-context 

The type of motorway control considered in the Christiane project are control by Variable 
Messalge Signs (VMS) and by ramp-metering. The project is divided in two parallel 
developments: traffic flow modelling and traffic flow control. The models may be used for 
the monitoring purpose and also for designing or testing control strategies. In the control 
direction there are two approaches: aid-to-decision and automatie control. 

The first step in the project has been a review of existing models and control strategies. 
The result of this review are reported in the project Deliverable no. 1 of Work Package 1 
(April 11989). With respect to subject of the ramp-metering the review has recognised the 
following approaches: 

ALINEA, developed by the Technical University Munich, and tested by INRETS 
on the Boulevard Périphérique; 
a strategy developed by Wootton Jeffrey’s, applied on several (6) ramps of the 
M6 in the UK; 
the strategies applied by Rijkswaterstaat at the Coentunnel and near Delft in 
The Netherlands; 
the theoretically developed strategy of the University of Thessaloniki. 

A detailed comparison of the several strategies and a discussion on some main 
differences (like vehicle by vehicle vs. platoon metering, feedback vs. feedforward control 
etc.) may be found in the project Deliverable 5 of Work Package 3 called “lsolated Ramp- 
Metering” (April 1990). 
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1.3. Summary 

It is the aim of the ramp-metering part of the project to use the existing expertise to 
identify the applicability of existing approaches. Apart from a desk-top comparison like the 
deliverable just cited, two field trials were planned: 

- a field trial with ALINEA at the Coentunnel in Amsterdam, The Netherlands; 
- a field trial with the Wootton Jeffrey’s strategy on the BP in Paris, France. 

These trials should lead to insight in the range of conditions over which the approaches 
are viable, the limits of the applicability of isolated control and possibly lead to control 
improvements. The results of the trial in The Netherlands are reported in Deliverable 7a: 
Isolated Ramp-metering: Real /Ze Study in the Netherlands, march 1991. 
The main conclusion of this report states that: The ALINEA algorithm for ramp-metering 
produces results comparable to or beffer than these of the RWS algorithm. ALINEA 
increases the total service of the system, the motorway and fhe ramp at the Coentunnel. 
When the homogenisation of the traffic flow in the bottleneck is one of the aims of ramp- 
metering, the facl that ALINEA gives a 70 % greater deviation in the speeds at the 
bottleneck is of importante. 
For further research it is necessary to have a implementation of the RWS and ALINEA 
strategy in a software prototype. The theoretical background of both strategies is 
discussed in Deliverable 7a. 

This clocument is a continuation of Deliverable 7a and discusses the implementation of the 
Rijkswaterstaat and ALINEA strategy in a software prototype. The prototype is developed 
in the computer program FLEXSYT. Therefore the program FLEXSYT is discussed first and 
then the software prototype of a ramp-metering installation is developed. 
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2. FLEXSYT 

2.1. Introduction 

FLEXible-traffic-network-Simulation-studY-Tool was developed in the seventies en eighties 
by Frans Middelham. It is a computer program for traffic management studies and 
simulates traffic on a microscopic scale. On a stochastic base vehicles move through the 
netwerk and travel times are calculated. In this way it is possible to do research on the 
structure of the network, such as the lay-out of intersections, length and number of lanes, 
effects of bus lanes, etc., and on traffic-control alternatives, like the fixed-time control 
strategy, vehicle-actuated control strategies, traffic-depended control strategies, etc. 
In this chapter the basic principles and the structure of FLEXSYT are discussed. 

2.2. Design requirements 

The dlesign requirements for a traffic-control-language are of the same importante as 
those for a common computer language. When starting the work on FLEXSYT, the 
following design requirements had been formulated: 

- well defined to be unambiguous; 
- user friendly; 
- no built-in control philosophy; 
- independent of manufacturer’s; 
- independent of computer systems, 

2.3. MANAGER concept 

The MANAGER concept was chosen to avoid the use of a built-in control philosophy. It 
was found that, up to then, most of the traffic control simulation programs had a built-in 
control philosophy and therefore were problem dedicated. FLEXSYT, in contraty, is a 
general purpose traffic control simulation program. 
The MANAGER of the program must specify some parts of the traffic control process at 
implementation time of the program. It gives the possibility to generalize signal handling 
and calculations. At the same time the MANAGER may specify a traffic control philosophy. 
lt gives the MANAGER the opportunity to force its USERS to use a standard type of 
control 
Examples of traffic control philosophy’s that can be implemented are ‘round-abouts’, 
‘arterials’, ‘toll-plaza’s’, ‘ramp-metering installations’, etc. 
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2.4. USER concept 

In FLEXSYT the USER is defined as the person to whom the MANAGER has allowed the 
use of the program and the use of his MANAGER dataset (MANDAT). 
lt’s the task of the USER to solve a cettain traffic control problem. Therefor the USER has 
to define his network and his problem dedicated control strategy. 

2.5. Traff ic control language (FLEXCOL-76,) 

A tralfic control language for program description of flexible controlled intersections was 
developed in 1976. Further extensions to meet the requirements of program descriptions 
of neiwork control were added later. This flexible network traffic control language (known 
as FLEXCOL-7S) is based upon the rules of boolean algebra and the clear differentiation 
between the ‘change of state of an element’ and the ‘state of an element’, 
The ‘change of state of an element’ is called EVENT and has no logica1 meaning. The 
‘state of an element’ has a logica1 meaning and is called CONDITION, that is: the 
description of the state of an element is logically true or false. 

2.5.1. Elements of FLEXCOL-76- 

Basically the traffic control process has three (and no more than three) types of elements. 
Using these elements gives the opportunity to control the traffic in every desired manner. 
These elements are: MEMORY elements, TIMER elements and DETECTOR elements. 
In many circumstances, the only values for a MEMORY element are ‘0’ and ‘1’. For this 
reason a LOGICAL element has been created. Thanks to the simple contents of this 
element, the syntax of a LOGICAL element is simpler. This increases readability of the 
traffic control program and gives the opportunity to decrease the use of computer- 
memolry. 

2.5.1 .l. Names of elements 

To meet the requirements of flexibility and independency, the name of each element is 
declared by the MANAGER. Each element name can have up to 20 significant characters. 
Legal characters are: capitals, letters and ‘underscores’. 
So legal element names are: 

- MEASURE-PERIOD- 
- GREEINTIMER- 
- OCCuPANCY-DETECTOR- 
- ALINEIA- 

(memory-element), 
(timer-element), 
(detector-element), 
(logical-element). 

To be user friendly, to increase readability and to decrease the size of a traffic-control- 
specification, the MANAGER may select an abbreviation instead of the full element-name. 
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251.2. Indices of elements 

Each element in the traffic control program can have an index. The index of an element 
can have three levels. Therefore one has to consider, that the traffic engineer has to deal 
with three levels of control. These levels are: NEIWORK level, INTERSECTION leve1 and 
SIGNAL level. 
When dealing for instance with intersection number 001 and with signal number 05 and 
45, examples of legal combinations of element names and indices are: 

- METERING~TIME~OOl/OO 
- ONRAMP~VOLUME~001/00 

(INTERSECTION-level), 

- ~GREEN$O1/05 
(INTERSECTION-level), 

- CLEARANCETIMEJO1/45 
(SIGNAL-level), 
(SIGNAL-level). 

Because of the fact that, at installation time of the traffic control language, the MANAGER 
doesn’t know the intersection numbers nor the signal numbers to be used, we have to 
define implicit indices, symbolized by the character ‘$‘. Thus legal combinations of element 
names and indices, to be used by the MANAGER, are: 

- MAX-METERING-TIME-$$$/OO 
- YELLOW-$$!§/$!$ 

(INTERSECTION-level), 
(SIGNAL-level). 

If it is obvious, the index of an element may be omitted. The use of the default index 
increases the readability of the control program. 

2.5.2. Events in FLEXCOL-76- 

The manipulation of all elements is effected by the description of the ‘change of state’ 
(EVENT) of these elements by the MANAGER and/or the USER. The syntax of an EVENT 
(of an element called M with index i) is: 

S(Mi = x) 

The meaning of ‘x’ is explained later. 

The manipulation of logica1 elements is the description of the ‘change of state’ of such an 
element from ‘false’ to ‘true’ (SET EVENT) or from ‘true’ to ‘false’ (END EVENT or RESET 
EVEMJ. The syntax of these EVENTS (of an element called L with index i) is: 

SLi and ELi 

2.5.3. Conditions in FLEXCOL-76- 

The syntax of a test on the ‘state of an element’ (CONDlTION) appears in six ways. In 
words, this test can be read as: is the contents of an element (not) equal (or greater) (or 
less) than the contents of an arithmetical expression. As invert operator the letter ‘N’ was 
chosert. The syntax of the six possible CONDITIONS is: 
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(Mi = x) and (Mi = x)N 
(Mi > x) and (Mi > x)N 
(Mi < x) and (Mi < x)N 

Here also the syntax of a test on the ‘state of a logica1 element’ is simpler: 

Li and LiN 

2.5.4. Functions in FLEXCOL-76- 

The rneaning of ‘x’ in the above definitions is more complicated. When changing the state 
of MIEMORY elements or TIMER elements and when using the change of states of 
DETECTOR elements, the MANAGER and the USER can use functions in a way similar to 
computer languages. The syntax of the use of these functions is defined in the following 
way: x is a constant, x is the contents of an element or x is part of a FUNCTION(x,y,z,..). 
FUNCTIONS that can be used in FLEXCOL-76- are: 

- ADD(x,y) 
- SUBTRACT(x,y) 
- MULTIPLY(x,y) 
- DIVIDE(x,y) 
- POWER(x,y) 
- SQRT(x) 
- ALOG(x) 
- LOG(x) 
- ExP(x) 
- ABS(x) 
- MWX,Y,L.) 
- MIN(x,y,z,..) 

for readability: x+y, 
for readability: x-y, 
for readability: x*y, 
for readability: x/y, 
for readability: x**y, 
(square-root), 
(natural-logarithm), 
(common-logarithm), 
(exponential), 
(absolute-value), 
(maximum), 
(minimum). 

The definition of ‘x’ is recurrent, so nesting of the functions is allowed. Functions in 
FLEXSM follow the common rules in computation. Apart form using indices, an example 
of the manipulation of elements is exponential smoothing, with FLOW-OLD the element 
containing the smoothed value, ALPHA- the element containing the smoothing factor and 
FLOW--NEW- the element containing the value of the measured period: 

S(IFLOW-OLD-016 = ALPHA- * FLOW-NEW-016 + (1 -ALPHAJ * FLOW-OLD-016) 

2.5.5. Collections in FLEXCOL-76- 

Many times, the traffic engineer implicitly uses the collection or set concept. Examples of a 
collection in traffic control are: the intersections of a network, the signals of an 
intersection, the signals of a stage an the conflicts of a signal. 
To suit the use of collections, the MANAGER must define the names of the collections he 
wants his USER to operate with. Definition of these names follows the same rules as the 
definition of the names of elements. Legal collection names are: 

- METERING INSTALL- 
- METERINGSIGNAL- 

(NElVVORK-level), 
(INTERSECTION-level). 
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In collections the use of an index of an element is implicit. An example of the use of a 
colleIction is: 

METERING~SIGNAL~OOl : 01 05 45 

2.56. Behaviour of elements in FLEXCOL-76- 

true 
false 

(M=x)N t (M=x) t (M=x)N 
S (M=x) s W=y) 

MEMORY-element 

S(T=x) 
t 

running 
not-running 

(T)tx)N t (Px) (TJ?x) N 
< S(T=O) < C 

TIMER-element 

S(D=x) s (D=Y) 
t t 

occupied 
I 

1 
not-occupied 0 

(D=x)N (D=x) (D=x)N 

DETECTOR-element 

Figure 1. Logica1 behaviour of the MEMORY-, TIMER-, and DETECTOR-elements in 
time 

The behaviour of the elements in time is given in figure 1. As can be seen from this figure, 
there is a differente in the use of the arrows: 

- an arrow pointing towards the figure is a REACTION EVENT. The specification of the 
‘change of state’ of an element is done by the MANAGER and/or the USER. 

- an arrlow pointing outwards the figure is an ACTION EVENT. The MANAGER and/or the 
USER only may use the ‘change of state’ but cannot cause the ‘change of state’. 
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2.57. Formula concept of FLEXCOL-76- 

2.5.7.1. Event assignment statement 

The program of the traffic control application (being the specification of the signal plan) 
contains the descriptions of the ‘change of states’ of elements in EVENT ASSIGNMENT 
STATEMENTS. In general, the EVENT ASSIGNMENT STATEMENT is defined in the 
following way: 

REACTION EVENT .= ACTION EVENT . ‘condition’ 

So the manipulation of an element is caused by an event. The way in which this occurs is 
very similar to the way in which SUBROUTINE calls are effected in computer programs. In 
the above general description, the meaning of each part is: 

- ‘REACTION EVENT’ contains the description of the element(s) to be manipulated, 
’ =’ is the event assignment operator sign, 

: ‘ACTION EVENT’ contains the description of element(s), the manipulation of which 
causes the assignment, 

- ‘.’ is an operator sign 
- ‘condition’ contains the description of a combination of logica1 conditions that must be 

fulfilled to effect the assignment. The definition of ‘condition’ is recurrent, so: 

- ‘condition’ is ‘empty’, 
- ‘condition’ is CONDITION, 
- ‘condition’ is (CONDITION)N, 
- ‘condition’ is CONDITION + CONDITION, 
- ‘condition’ is CONDITION . CONDITION. 

This combination of logica1 conditions fellows the common rules of the boolean-algebra, 
with the operators: 

- ‘N’ is the LOGICAL INVERT, 
- ‘+’ is the LOGICAL OR, 
- ‘.’ is the LOGICAL AND. 

The definition of the EVENT ASSIGNMENT STATEMENT is also recurrent. So an ACTION 
EVENT may be substituted by a REACTION EVENT. This allows (but doesn’t force) the 
MANAlGER and USER to construct complex control algorithms. 

2.5.7.2. Boolean assignment statement 

There also exists an easier description of the EVENT ASSIGNMENTS on logica1 elements if 
the formulation of the SET EVENT is the inverse of the formulation of the RESET EVENT. 
For example (using the logica1 elements A, B and C with index i) when: 

SAi .= SBi.Ci + SCi.Bi 
EAi .= EBi + ECi 

then the simplified form of these two EVENT ASSIGNMENT STATEMENTS is one 
BOOLEAN ASSIGNMENT STATEMENT: 
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Ai = Bi . Ci 

The 1300LEAN ASSIGNMENT STATEMENT is defined as: 

‘state of logica1 element’ = ‘condition’ 

Then meaning of each part is: 

- ‘state of logica1 element’ contains the description of logica1 elements to be manipulated, 
- ‘=’ is the boolean assignment operator sign, 
- ‘condition’ is similar to the definition in the event assignment statement, except that 

‘condition’ may not be ‘empty’. 

2.6. Structure of the program FLEXSYT-I- 

1 
N 
P 
U 
T 

F 
U 
N 
C 
T 
1 
0 
N 

0 
U 
T 
P 
U 
T 

MANDAT CONDAT MOUSE NETDAT 

TRCFIL REGFIL RESFIL DMPFIL 

Figure 2. Structure of FLEXSYT 

The structure of FLEXSYT is shown in figure 2. FLEXSYT consists of a number of 
programs which require three input data sets. In the MANDAT dataset, the names of 
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elements and collections are specified. Also the traffic control routines on network-, 
controller, and signal leve1 are given here, being the default routines for the user. 
In the CONDAT dataset, the problem defined input of the traffic control strategies are 
given. 
In the NETDAT dataset, the problem defined input for the network lay-out is given, as well 
as the simulation parameters, the traffic flow values and the location of the stoplines and 
detectors. 
Before the simulation starts, the input data sets are screened and checked for a correct 
syntax and use of parameters by the programs FLXMAN, FIXCON and FLXNET. With 
FLXDIS it is possible to match a picture of the network, drawn with Dr. Halo or Dr. Genius, 
with the control strategy specified in the CONDAT dataset. One can check this control 
strategy by hand, thus without running a simulation, with FLXCOL. 
lf the input has been compiled successfully, the simulation is effected with the program 
FLXSIM. With FUMON the simulation can be followed on the screen. lf ‘congestion’ 
occurs during simulation. a dataset DMPFIL is created with information about the state of 
the network. Errors in the traffic control strategy may be traced in the dataset TRCFIL, 
containing an ‘event trace’ and available upon request. 
While testing the control strategy, a ‘state trace’ for every simulation second may be 
obtained with the help of the program FlXREG and available on the REGFIL dataset. This 
offers a very helpful facility during the development and testing of control strategies. 
The results of the simulation can be obtained with FURES and are available in the RESFIL 
dataset. 
All other files that are made, like the MANFIL, CONFIL, NETFIL, DISFIL, SIMFIL, CNTFIL, 
etc., are intermediate and have no meaning to the user. 

2.6.1. Input data sets of FLEXSYT-I- 

Prececling the start of a simulation run, the program FLEXSYT needs to be loaded with the 
specification of the subject to be studied or the problem to be solved. This specification is 
split up in three input data sets: 

- MANager DATaset (appendix A.l), with items: title, definition of element names, standard 
netwerk control statements, standard intersection control statements and standard signal 
control statements, 

- CONtrol DATaset (appendix A.2) with items: title, specific network control statements 
and specific intersection/signal control statements. 

- NETwork DATaset (appendix A.2) with items: title, simulation parameters, generator 
element values (traffic load), network element description, with: length, saturation flow, 
signal relation, speed or travel time (per car type) and route parameters (per car type), 
signal.lstopline positions and detector element positions, 

These datasets are necessary to run a simulation with FUSIM. If FUMON or FLXCOL is 
used some other files are necessary. The picture of the area to be studied, drawn with Dr. 
Halo of Dr. Genius, is contained in a .PIC file and the colour pallet in a .PAL file. With 
FLXDIS the signal movements and detectors defined in the CONDAT dataset can be 
matched with the picture. This information is stored in the DISplay DATaset and the 
DISFIL. The DISDAT dataset can be used later on for a new session with FLXDIS. The 
DISFIL is, together with the CONFIL, the .PIC file and the .PAL file, input for FLXMON and 
FLXCOL.. 
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2.6.2:. Output data sets of FLEXSYT-I- 

Before actual simulation, the program checks the input data very thoroughly. lt issues 
DISASTER, FATAL, ERROR or WARNING messages if needed. With correct input data sets 
the program starts producing its results. In an interactive environment the SIMUlATION 
DATA may appear immediate on a terminal, with items: successful end of simulation or 
end of simulation, because of congestion. The last message occurs when: the control plan 
is ertcneous, the control plan isn’t yet optimized or the network cannot handle the traffic. 
Atter a successful end of simulation with the program FLXREG one can produce a REGFIL 
(appendix A.4) with every (model) second, the state of signals and detectors. The REGFIL 
is very helpful during the development of the signal plan, 
The results of a simulation are produced with the program FLXRES. The RESFIL (appendix 
A.5) contains the following traffic data: 

- for the signals (totals at stoplines): car flow in vehicles/hour, delay in seconds, green 
time in seconds, non-green time in seconds and cycle time in seconds. 

- for Ihe network (per car type)(totals for each element): flow in vehicles/hour, distance 
travelled in vehicles*kilometres/hour, delay in vehicles*hour/hour, time spent in 
vehicles*hour/hour, stops in vehicles/hour and maximum queue in vehicles. 

- for the network (per car type)(totals for the network): total distance travelled in 
vehicles*kilometres/hour, total time spent in vehicles*hour/hour, total delay in 
vehicles*hour/hour, total stops in vehicles/hour and speed in kilometres/hour, 

- tratic streams from generators: delay in seconds/vehicle and distribution of delay 
(classwidth 10 seconds). 

- traffic streams from stoplines: delay in seconds/vehicle and distribution of delay 
(classwidth 10 seconds). 

2.7. Comparison of FLEXSYT-I- with real life 

A scientific comparison of FLEXSM-I- with real life never had been carried out. This was 
due to the fact that the development of the program wasn’t a part of a survey project nor 
was sponsored by any company and because a new version of FLEXSYT is being 
developed. After some studies with FLEXSM, which gave good results, the program was 
adopted by the Dutch Ministry of Transport. 

2.8. Development of FLEXSYT-II- 

The goed results obtained with FLEXSYT-I- were the reason for the Dutch Ministry of 
Transport to start a project for the development of FLEXSM-II-. The main purpose of the 
project was to integrate some models of the computer program SIGSIM. The main 
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improvements of FLEXSYT-II-, in comparison with FLEXSYT-1-, are going to be: 

- from 2 to 7 types of traffic participants: private-cars, lorries, trucks, buses, tramcars, 
pedestrians, bicycles, 

- route-vehicles, 
- secondary-conflicts 
- unsignalized intersections. 

The Imain objective of the project however is the scientific validation of the network- 
aspects of the models. For SIGSIM the scientific validation of the intersection-aspects was 
already performed. 
The development of FLEXSYT-II- is in its final stage. 
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3. PROTOTYPE 

3.1. Introduction 

In this chapter the input data sets of FLEXSYT for a prototype program for an isolated 
ramp-metering installation are discussed. First a piece of the input dataset is given and 
then some comments. The complete text, in one piece, of the MANDAT and CONDAT 
dataset is contained in appendices Bl and 82. This prototype can be seen in operation 
on the demo floppy diskette, available with this deliverable. 

3.2. MANDAT dataset 

//MANDAT-dataset for a PROTOTYPE of an isolated RAMP-METERINC INSTALLATION 

//DElector-element-names 
_ SPEED-DETECTOR- LoE1G-LOOf- OCCUPANCY-DETECTOR- SHORT~LDOP~ 

//TIHer-element-nemes 
IN1 reTIMER- 
GREEN-T IHER- YELLOUTIMER- 
HETERING~TIMER- MEASURE-TIMER- 

//MEMorv-element-names 

REDTIMER- 

PR 1 NT: 
MIN-mGREENTIME- 
WIN~~YELLOU~TIME~ 
HIN~~RED~TIWE~ 
MIN-.METERING-TIME- 
CUR-.METERING-TIME- 
MEAWREPER 1 OD- 
HEAIURE-HET-TIME- 

MAX-GREENT 1 HE- 
MAX-YELLOU-TIME- 

MAX~HETERING~TIHE~ 
HETERING~TIME- 
PERICO- 
CLEARANCE-TIHE- 

FLOb’-NEU- 
FLOU-PER-HOUR- 
SET-ON-FLOU- 

FLOU-OLD- 

SET-OFF-FLOUW 

SPEEDNEU- SPEEDOLD- 
VEH-SPEED-OLD- VEHSPEEDCUR- 
SPEEDUPSTREAM- SPEED-DCUNSTREAM- 
SET-WAX-ON-SPEED- SET-MAX-OFF-SPEED- 
SETJJN-SPEED- SET-OFF-SPEED- 

ALPHA-INCREASE-FLOU- 
BETA.-INCREASE-SPEED- 
ALPHA- 

ALPHA-DECREASE-FL- 
BETA-DECREASE-SPEED- 
BETA- 

CAPACI TY- 
OCCUPANC~CUR 
AL 1 NEAJWSTA~T- 

OCCUPANCYSETPOINT- 

ONRAMP-VOLUWE- 

//LOGical-element-nemes 
-GREE N- 

OVm 
-MIN-GREEN- 
-MIN-YELLOU- 
-MIN-RED- 
-METERING- 

-YELL- 

OP- 
-MAX-GREEN- 
-MAX-YELL- 
-VEHICLE-DEPARTED- 
-METER- -CLEARED- 

FLOU-CUR- 

SPEED-CUR- 

-DK- 
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PROC 
ALTEENATE 

-DUMMY- 

-SPEED-LEVËL- 
RUS- ALINEA- 

//COLLECTION-nsmss 
HETERING-INSTALL- METERING-SIGNAL- 

In the MANDAT dataset the names of the elements are chosen in a more or less self- 
explanatory way. The meaning of the elements is explained in the next section. e.g. the 
CONDAT dataset. 

//SSI/DD statemsnts on intersection leve1 

S(PENIO-=%DD/MEASURE_PERIOD-) .= S(INIT-TIMER-=D) 
SWEASURE-TIMER--0) .= S(INITTIMER-•D) 
S(CUI!-METERING-TIME-=MIN-HETERING-TIUE-) .= S(INIT-TIMER-=0) 

In this initiation procedure a help element PERIOD- is calculated. If for instance the 
measure period is 60 seconds then PERIOD becomes 60. Further the timer for the 
measure period is started and the metering timëis set to its minimum. 

S-METERING~,SWETERING~TIHER-=DJ .= S-GREEN-SS 
E-METERING- .= S(METERING-TIMER-=CUR-ETERIIJbTIMEJ 

In these two statements an element -METERING- is introduced, which makes sure that 
the next green period of a movement can only start when the timer for the metering time 
has reached a certain value. The current metering time is calculated in the CONDAT 
dataset. 

//SSS.fSS statements on signsl leve1 

S-CLEARED-,S-RED- .= S(INIT-TIHER-= 

This part of the MANDAT dataset concerns the initiation statements on signal level. It is 
stated that the intersection is cleared and that all signals are set on red. 

S-MIN-CREEN-,S-HAX-GREEN-,S(GREENTIMER-=D) 
E-HINmmGREEN- 
E-MAX-.GREEN- 

S-HIN~YELLOU_,S~HAX~YELLW~,S(YELLOU~TIHER-•D) 
E-MIN-YELLOU- 
E-MAX-YELLON- 

S-MIN-RED-,S(RED-TIMER-=D) .= 
E-MIN-RED- .= 

//END 

.= SCREEN- 

.= S(GREEN-TIMER-=MIN-GREEN-TIMEJ 

.= QGREEN-TIMER-=MAX-GREEN-TIME-) 

.= S’IELLOU- 

.= WYELLCU-TIMER-=HIN-YELLW-TIMEJ 

.= QYELL-TIMER-•MAX-YELLOL-TIMEJ 

SRED- 
S(RED-TIMER-=HIN-RED-TIME-) 

In the last part of the MANDAT dataset the logica1 elements -MIN-GREEN- and 
-MAX-GREEN- are set to TRUE and the GREENTIMER is activated when the logica1 
element -GREEN of a signal movement is set to TRUE. This means that if MIN GREEN 
is TRUE the timer is running. The elements -MIN-GREEN- and -MAX-GREËN- are set tÖ 
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FALSE when the GREEN-TIMER- reaches a preset time, the minimum green time and 
maxilmum green time respectively. The same is applied to the yellow and red periods of 
the signal movement. 

3.3. CONDAT dataset 

3.3.1. Initiation part 

//CDNDAT-dataset for a PROTOTYPE of an isolated RAMP-METERING INSTALLATIDN, 
with the RUS and ALINEA control strategy. 

//DOD 
/METE:RING-INSTALL-: DO1 
//OOl 
/WETERING~SIGNAL~OO: 01 05 45 

The first record is on network leve1 and states that there is one location with a metering 
installation. The second record states that there are three signals on this site (or 
intersection) 001, namely 01, 05 and 45, where 01 is a dummy signal, 05 is the signal for 
the metering light and 45 for the bus light. 

/RUS- q T 
/ALINEA- =F 

Here a choice can be made between the Rijkswaterstaat and ALINEA algorithm. If RWS- is 
TRUE the Rijkswaterstaat strategy and if ALINEA is TRUE the ALINEA strategy is in use. 

/CAPACI TY- = 4400 
/AL 1 NI:A-CDNSTANT- = 70 
/DCCUPANCY~SETPOINT- 1 0.; 
/DNRAMP-VOLLHE- 
/MEASlIRE~MET~T 1 ME- = 1.0 
/MIN-METERING-TIME- = 4.5 
/MAX~METERING~TIME~ = 12.0 
/MEASURE-PERIDD- q 30.0 

/ALPHA~INCREASE~FLDbl~ = 0.25 
/ALPHA-DECREASE-FLUJ- = 0.25 
/gETAmINCREASE-SPEED- = 0.2 
/gETABDECREASE-SPEED- q 0.1 

In this part of the CONDAT dataset the intersection memory elements are initiated. The 
meaning of these elements is: 

CAPACRY- : (fixed) capacity in veh/hour of the motorway used in the 
Rijkswaterstaat control law (see also Deliverable 7a, 3.2.) 

ALINEA-CONSTANT- : positive factor for the integral part of the ALINEA control law 
(see also Deliverable 7a, 3.1,) 

OCCUPANCY-SETPOINT- : set-value for the downstream occupancy (see also 
Deliverable 7a, 3.1,) 
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MEASURE-MET-TIME- : step for smoothing the metering time if the calculated 
metering time is different from the current metering time 

MIN-.METERING-TIME- : minimum metering time 
MAX-METERING-TIME- : maximum metering time 
MEASURE-PERIOD- : period in which the flow, speed and occupancy are 

measured and the speed is smoothed; after this period the 
flow is smoothed and the metering time is calculated 

ALPHA-INCREASE-FLOW- : factor to smooth an increasing flow 
ALPHA-DECREASE-FLOW- : factor to smooth an decreasing flow 
BETA-INCREASE-SPEED- : factor to smooth an increasing speed 
BEïA-DECREASE-SPEED- : factor to smooth an decreasing speed 

/SETmmDN-FLDUm = 3500 
/SETmmOFF-FLChl- = 3000 
/SET-DN-SPEED- = 50.0 
/SETmmOFFSPEED- = 70.0 
/SET_-MAX-DNSPEED- = 35 
/SET_.MAX-OFF-SPEED- = 50 

These values are threshold values for putting the program of the ramp-metering installation 
in operation and out of operation and for setting the metering time to its maximum value 
and back to its calculated value. 

/CLEARANCETIME-05 = 2.0 
/CLEARANCE_TIME45 = 2.0 

/MIN-GREENTIMEOS 
/WIN-GREEN-TIME- 
/MAX IGREEN-TIME- 
/MAK-GREEN TIME 45 
/MIN-fELLOü TIMË 05 
/WIN-‘IELLDU-TIME- 
/MAX-YELLCüTIME-05 
/HAX~fELLOU~TIME~45 
/MIN-NED-TIME- 
/MIN-REO-TIME- 

= 1.0 
= 1.0 
= 5.0 
= 5.0 
= 0.5 
= 0.5 
= 2.0 
= 2.0 
= 2.0 
= 2.0 

In the above part several memory elements on signal leve1 are initiated. The meaning of 
these elements is: 

CLEARANCETIME- : time needed to clear the intersection 
MINGREENTIME- : minimum green time 
MAX-GREEN-TIME- : maximum green time 
MINYELLOWTIME- : minimum yellow time 
MAX-YELLOWTIME- : maximum yellow time 
MIN-RED-TIME- : minimum red time 

DV 011 
-DV-0 1.2 

= (SPEED-DETECTOROll*D) 

-DV-01.3 
= (SPEED-DETECTOR-012>0) 

-DV-014 
= (SPEED-DETECTOR-013*0) 

DV-01s 
= (SPEED-DETECTDR-014,O) 
= (SPEED-DETECTOR-OlS>D) 

;DV~Ol6 = (SPEED-DETECTOR-016*D) 

-DK-05’1 = (SHDRT-LOOP-051>0) 
DK OS;! = 

b~I053 = 
(SHDRT-LOOP-052>0) 
(SHDRT-LOOP-053*0) 
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OP 054 = 
-DK-055 

(LDNG~LODP~054~0) 

DK-451 
= (SHDUT-LUX’-055*0) 

-DK- 452 
= (SHDRT-LDDf’-451>0) 

bK:453 
= (SHDRT-LtXJP-452,0) 
= (SHDRT-LOOP-453>D) 

In the above statements the detector elements are joined with logica1 elements to improve 
readability and to avoid ambiguous warning messages. 
The :speed detectors are situated on both lanes of the main road 1400 meters and 400 
meters upstream the on-ramp and 400 meters downstream the on-ramp. 
In re#ality the occupancy detectors are placed 400 meters downstream the on-ramp and 
they measure the time that they are occupied. Occupancy detectors in FLEXSYT measure 
the number of vehicles that occupy a detector and divide that number through the 
maximum number of vehicles that can occupy the detector. So in the program the 
occupancy detectors are placed right downstream the on-ramp and are 600 meters long. 
This length guarantees an accuracy of one percent, because the vehicles in FLEXSYT are 
six meters long. 
The short loop detectors and the long loop detector on the on-ramp are used for counting 
the arrivals, for an early detection, for a demand, for starting yellow, for starting red and for 
couniing the departures. 
The situation of all the detectors is shown in figure $ 3 

Figure 3. Situation of detectors in the simulation 

3.3.2. Counting and measuring part 

S~FLCh~NEU~016=FLW~NEU~016+1) .= S~DV~Oll+S~DV~Dl2 
S(FLUd-NEU~Ol4=FLOU-NEU-014+1) .= S-DV~Ol3+S~DV~Ol4 
SCFLW-NEU~O52=FLW-NEUo52+1) .= SOK-055 + SeDK-453 
SCFLW-NEU~D5l=FLW-NEUo51+1) .= S~DK~DSZ + SOK-451 

These statements count the vehicles 1400 and 400 meters upstream the on-ramp and the 
arriving and departing vehicles on the on-ramp. 
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S(VEH~SPEED~CUR~013=SPEED~DETECTDR~Ol3) .= SmDV-013 

S(BETA-=BETA-INCREASE-SPEED-) .= S~DV~Ot3.(VEH~SPEED~CUR~Ol3>VEH~SPEED~OLD~Ol3) 
S(BETA-=BETA-DECREASESPEEDJ .= S~DV~Ol3.(VEH~SPEED~CUR~Ol3~VEH~SPEED~OLD~Ol3) 

S(VE~~SPEED~OLD~O13=BETA~*VEH_SPEED_CUR~Ol3+(l-BETA~)*VEH~SPEED~OLD~Ol3) .= S-DV-013 

QVER-SPEED-CUR-014=SPEED-DETECTDR-014) .= SmDV-014 

S(BE’IA-=BETA-INCREASE-SPEED-) .= S~DV~Ol4.(VEH~SPEED~CUR~O14>VEH~SPEED~OLD~O14) 
S(BETA=BETA-DECREASE-SPEED-) .= S~DV~0l4.~VEH~SPEED~CUR~Ol4d/EH_SPEED~OLD~Ol4) 

S(VE,l~SPEED~OLD~Ol4=BETA_+VEH_SPEED~~R~Ol4+~l-BETA~~‘VEH~SPEED~OLD~Ol4) .= S-DV-014 

S(VEtl~SPEED~CUR~Ol5=SPEED~DETECTOR~Ol5) .= S-DV-015 

S(BETA-=BETA-INCREASE-SPEED-) .= S~DV~O15.(VEH~SPEED~CUR~Ol5>VEH~SPEED~OLD_015) 
S(BETA-=BETA-DECREASE-SPEED-) .= S~DV~Ol5.(VEH~SPEED~CUR~Ol5~VEH_SPEEDoLD_015) 

S(vEH~SPEED~OLD~Ol5=BETA_fVEH_SPEED_CUR~Ol5+~l-BETA~~‘VEH~SPEED~OLD~Ol5~ .= S-DV-015 

S(VEH-SPEED-CUR-016=SPEED-DETECTDR-016) .= S-DV-016 

S(BETh-=BETA-INCREASE-SPEED-) .= S~DV~016.0’EH~SPEED~CUR~O16h’EH~SPEED~OLD_016) 
S(BETR-=BETA-DECREASE-SPEED-) .= S~DV~O16.(VEH~SPEED~CUR~Ol6~VEH_SPEEDoLD_016) 

S(VEH~~SPEED~OLD~Ol6=BETA_*VEH~SPEED~CURol6+~1-BETA~)*VEH~SPEED~OLD~O16) .= SeDV-016 

In this part of the CONDAT dataset the individual speed of the vehicles 400 meters 
upstream and 400 meters downstream the on-ramp is smoothed. 

S~PROC:~,E~PR~~,S(HEASURE~TIMER~=O) .= S(MEASURE-TIMER-=MEASURE_PERIOD_) 

This slatement starts a procedure for smoothing the flow and calculating the metering time 
after a measure period has passed. After this is done, the measure timer is again started. 

SCALPHA--ALPHA-INCREASE-FLW-) .= S~PROC~.(FLW~NEU~Ol6>FLW~OLD~Ol6) 
S(ALPWA-=ALPWADECREASEFLOU_> .= S~PROC~.<FLCU_WEU_016~FLW~OLD~Ol6~ 

S(FLW~OLD~016=ALPHA~*FLW~NEU~Ol6+~l-ALPHA~~*FLW~OLD~O16) .= SePRDC- 
S~FLW-CUR~016=FLW~NEU~016),S(FLW~NEU~016=0) .= SmPRDC- 

S(ALPHA-=ALPHA-INCREASE-FLWJ .= S~PROC~.(FLW~NEU~Ol4*FLW~OLD~Ol4) 
S(ALPHA-=ALPHADECREASE-FLWJ .= S~PRDC~.(FLW~NEU~Ol4~FLW~OLD~Ol4) 

S(FLW~~OLD~Ol4=ALPHA~*FLW~NEU~Ol4+~l-ALPHA~~*FLW~OLD~Ol4) .= SPRDC- 
S~FLW~-CUR~014=FLW~NEU~014),S(FLW~NEU~014=0) .= S-PROC- 

S(FLW~~CUR~O52=FLW~NEU~O52),S(FLW~NEU~O52=0~ .= SePRDC- 
S(FLW~~CUR~051=FLW~NEU~051),S(FLW~NEU~051=0) .= SePRDC- 

These statements smooth the flow 1400 meters and 400 meters upstream the on-ramp. 
Before the smoothing is carried out, a smoothing factor is determined. Further the flow on 
the on-ramp is measured. 

S(SPEEDUPSTRE-=(VEH_SPEEDoLD_013+VEH_SPEED-OLD-O14)/2) .= SePROC- 
S(SPEED-DWNSTREAn_=(VEH_SPEED-OLD-Ol5+VEH-SPEED-OLD-O16)/2) .= SePROC- 
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The average speed upstream and downstream the on-ramp is calculated. 

S(FLW-PER-HWR- q FLW-OLD-014 * PERIOD-) .= SBPROC- 

SMMETER- .= SPROC~.((SPEEDUPSTREAM~ < SET-ON-SPEED-) + (SPEED-DOUWSTREM- < SET-ONSPEED-) + 
+ (FLW-PER-HCUR- > SET-ON-FLW-)) 

EnETER- .= SmPROC-.(SPEED-UPSTREAH- > SET-OFF-SPEED-) . (SPEED-DWNSTREAH- > SET-OFFSPEED-) . 
. (FLW-PER-HOUR- < SET-OFF-FLW-) . OP-D54N 

In this procedure it is determined whether or not ramp-metering is necessary. Therefor the 
flow per hour is calculated with the help of the element PERIOD-. The installation program 
is activated when a measure period is over and if the (smoothed) upstream speed is 
below a preset value or if the (smoothed downstream speed is below the same value or if 
the (smoothed) upstream flow is above a preset value. The ramp-metering installation 
program is deactivated when a measure period is over and if the upstream speed is above 
a certain value and if the downstream speed is above the same value and if the upstream 
flow goes is a preset value. But this is only done if there is no queue before the stopline 
on the on-ramp. 

SeSPEED-LEVEL- .= S-PROC.((SPEEDUPSTRE-<SET-MAX_OW_SPEED_)+(SPEED-DWNSTREAM-~SET-~-W-SPEED-)) 
E-SPEED-LEVEL- .= SPR~-.(SPEEDUPSTREAH->SET-HAXoFF_SPEED_).(SPEED-DWNSTREA)?_>SET_CUXoFF_SPEED_) 

After every measure period it is determined whether or not the metering time must be set 
to its maximum value. This is the case if the upstream or the downstream speed is below 
a certain value. The metering time is reset to its calculated value if both the upstream and 
downstream speed are above a preset value. 

S(ONRAWP-VOLUME-=CAPACITY--FLW-PER-HOLIRJ .= S-PROC-.RUS-.-SPEED-LEVEL-N 

In the Rijkswaterstaat algorithm the allowed on-ramp volume is calculated directly from the 
capacity and the smoothed upstream flow (see Deliverable 7a, 3.2.). 

S(OCNIPANCY_CUR_=(OCCUPAWCr_DETECTOR_O11+OCCUPANCY_DETECT~R_012)/2) .= SBPROC-.ALINEA- 
S(~R~HP_VOLuWE_=oWRAMP-VOLUnE_+ALINEA-C~STANT-*(~CUPANCY-SETPOINT--~CUPANCY-CUR-)) 

.= S-PROC-.ALINEA- 

In the ALINEA algorithm the allowed on-ramp volume is calculated from the occupancy 
(see Deliverable 7a, 3.1.). 

.= SmPROC- 

.= S-PROC- 

.= S-PRDC- 

.= S~PROC~.RUS~.~SPEED~LEVEL~ 

Then the metering time is calculated and compared with a minimum and maximum value. 
The metering time is set to its maximum value when -SPEED-LEVEL- is TRUE, but only in 
the Rijkswaterstaat algorithm (see Deliverable 7a, 3.3.). 
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3.3.3. Signal handling part 

S~DU~Y~0l2,S(CUR~METERlNG~TlHE~=CUR_WETERING~TIHE~+MEASURE~HET~TIME~) .= (ERED-05+ERED45). 
.(METERING~TI~E~~~CUR~METERING~TI~E~+~EASURE~HET~TIME~)).~~DK~O53+~DK~452) 

S~DU~Y~Ol2,S(CUR~METERING~TIWE~=CUR~HETERING~TIME~-MEASURE~MET~TIHE~) .= (ERED-05+E_RED45). 
.(METERING~TIME~*(CUR~HETERING~TIME~-HEASURE~MET~TIHE~)).(~DK~053+~DK~452) 

S(CUR~METERING~TIME~=METERING~TIHE~) .= (E_RED_OS+E_RED45). 
.~DUHMY~012N 

E-DlJ’lMY-012 .= ERED-05 + ERED45 

Every green period of the metering light or the bus light it is determined whether or not the 
metering time must be adjusted. Therefor a dummy element is used. The metering time is 
stepwise adjusted to the calculated metering time, but only when a detector just before a 
stopline is occupied, otherwise it is done directly. 

SmGRE EN-45 . = ERED45 
E-CLEARED45 .= SmGREEN45 
E-GREEN-45 .= (E~MIN~GREEN~45.~VEHICLE~DEPARTED~45 + S-DK-451.~HAX-GREEN45 + E_MAX_GREEN45).-HETER- 

+ SmMETER- 
S~YELLW~45,E~ALTERNATE~05,E~VEHICLE~DEPARTED~45 .= E-GREEN45 
SmALTERNATE45 .= E-GREEN45 . -DK-053 
E-YELLW- .= E-MIN-YELLW- 
SBRED45 .= E-YELLW- 
E-RED45 .= ~(S~DK~452+E~HETERING~+EnIll_RED~45+S_RED~O5+S~CLEARED~O5~.~DK~452.~~ETERING~N. 

.~MIN_RED45N._RED_O5._CLEARED_05._ALTERNATE45N).~METER_ + E-HETER- 

S-VEHICLE-DEPARTED45 .= SOK-451 . -MIN-GREEN45 
SBCLEtRED-45 .= S(RED-TIMER-45 = CLEARANCE-TIME45) 

SBCREIEN- .= E-RED-05 
ECLEARED-05 .= SeGREENOS 
E-GREEN-DS .= (E~MIN~GREEN~O5.~VEHICLE~DEPARTED~O5 + SBDK-052.~MAX-GREEN05 + E-MAX-GREEN-OS).-HETER-+ 

+ SBHETER- 
S~YELl.W~05,E~ALTERNATE~45,E~VEHICLE~DEPARTED~05 .= E-GREENOS 
SBALTERNATE-05 .= E-GREEN-05 . -DK452 
E-YELLW- 
SBRED..05 

.= SBDK-051.~MIN-YELLW-05N + E-MAX-YELLW- 

.= E-YELLW- 
E_RED..05 .= ((S~DK~O53+E~METERING~+ErY_RED_05+S_RED45+SCLEARED~45~.~DK~O53.~HETERING~N. 

.~MINRED~O5N.RED45.CLEARED45._ALTERNATE~O5N).~HETER_ + E-HETER- 

SVEHICLE-DEPARTEDOS 
SmCLEARED-05 

//END 

.= SBDK-052 . -MIN-GREEN-05 

.= S(RED-TIMER-05 = CLEARANCE-TIWE-05) 

In the last part of the CONDAT dataset the handling of the metering and bus signal is 
described. 
A green period is started when a red period is terminated. The starting of a green period 
makes the logica1 element for the clearing of the intersection FALSE. A green period is 
terminated under three events: when the minimum green time is reached, if the vehicle is 
departed, when the detector after the stopline becomes occupied, if the green period is in 
extend#ed green and when the maximum green time is reached. 
The termination of a green period starts the yellow period, gives the turn to the other 
signal, if there is a demand for that signal, and makes the logica1 element for the 
departure of a vehicle FALSE. An yellow period is terminated for the bus signal when the 
minimum yellow time is reached and for the metering signal when the detector six meters 
after the stopline is occupied, if the minimum yellow time is reached and when the 
maximum yellow time is reached. 
The termination of an yellow period starts a red period. A red period is terminated when 
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the detector for the stopline is occupied, when the metering time is reached, when the 
minirnum red time is reached, when the red phase of the other signal is started or when 
the intersection is cleared. But also several conditions must be satisfied: the detector 
before the stopline must be occupied, the metering time and the minimum red time must 
have been reached, the other signal must be red, the intersection must have been cleared 
and the signal must have the turn. The red period is also ended when ramp-metering is no 
longer necessary. 
A vehicle is said to be departed when the detector after the stopline becomes occupied 
within the minimum green time. 
The intersection is said to be cleared when the red timer of the signal has reached a 
certain preset value. 

3.4. Conclusion 

This completes the software prototype for an isolated ramp-metering installation. With this 
deliverable a floppy diskette is included. On this diskette a demonstration of the prototype 
can be seen on the Coentunnel sight and further information on FLEXSYT, input and 
output data sets is available. Just put the diskette in a station and type gocRETlJRN> 
after the DOS-prompt. A screen will be shown which gives information about how the 
demonstration can be started. 
ff the demonstration is running several things can be seen. When a detector changes 
colour (from grey to white) a vehicle is detected. When there is no ramp-metering the 
lights are both green. Whether or not there is ramp-metering can be seen in the right 
lower corner of the screen. When there is ramp-metering the light before the strategy that 
is used is green and the others are red. When there is no ramp-metering the light before 
no ramp-metering is green. 
The state of demonstration can be changed with function key cF4> from SPEEDY to 
REAL TIME and back. With function key <F3> a situation can be held and with <Fl> 
help is available. With <F2> the demonstration can be stopped. 
The screen which appears in the demonstration on the floppy is shown in figure 7. 
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Transportation and Traffic Research Division 
DRM-praject 810% ‘CRRI~’ : R&@f!y$$% 
ltkúap-mEterulff lIKaF #e Cmtumel ai 

Figure 4. Demonstration of the software prototype 
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A. Examples 

A.I. MANDAT dataset 

//MANDAT dataset for FIXED-TIME control 

//DET 

,,T;: 
DV DP DA DK 

CYCLE-timer YELLW-timer 
//HEM 

PR 1 INT CYCLE-time GO-tim NOGO-t im 
//LOG 

GO signal 
DS- LïV- DP- DA- DK- 

//COL- . 
CONl.ROLLERS SIGNALS 

//sss/!it 
S(PRIN1 l=‘*‘) .= SDS-2 
S(PRIN1 l=‘=‘) 
S(PRINll=‘>‘) 

.= SDP2+S(PRINTl=’ ‘).DP2.DSm2N 

.= SDK-t+S(PRINTl=’ ‘).DKB2.DPB2N.DS-ZN 
S(PRINll=’ ‘1 .= EDS-Z+EDP-Z+EDK-2 

S(PRINT2=‘#‘) .= SGC-signet 
S(PRINTZ=‘x’) .= EGO-signal 
S(PRINTZ=’ ‘) .= S(YELLW-timer=)) 

S(PRINT3=‘*‘) .= SDS-1 
S(PRINTJ=‘=‘) .= SDP_l+S(PRINT3=’ ‘).DP-l.DS-1N 
S(PRINT3=‘<‘) .= SDK-l+S(PRINT3=’ ‘).DK~l.DP~lN.DS~lN 
S(PRINT3=’ ‘1 .= EDS-l+EDP-l+EDK-1 

SGO-sigliaL 
EGC-signal 

.= S(CYCLE-timer=GO-time) 

.= S(CYCLE-timer=NOGO-time) 

S(YELLW-timer=O).= EGO-signet 
S(CYCLE..timer=O) .= S(CYCLE-timer=CYCLE-timeSSS/OO) 

//END 
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A.2,, CONDAT dataset 

//CDNOAT dataset for FIXED-TIHE control of the TRANSYT netmrk 

//oo 
/CONTROLLERS: 001 002 003 
/CYCLE.-timeSSS/: 72 72 36 

//OOI 
BIGMALS: 02 05 08 ii 

/PRINlSS= 1 4: 3 /M-timeSS= 22 22 4; 
/NOGO-timeSS= 41 16 41 19 

;detector interface 
DS 111 = (DSlll>O) 
DS1112 = (DSlli>O) 

DP-021 = (DPOZl>O) 
DP-051 q (DP051~0) 
DP 081 
DP;lll 

= (DP081>0) 
= (DPlll>O) 

DK 021 
DK-051 

q (DKOZl>O) 

DK-081 
= (DKOSl>O) 

DK1111 
= (DKO81>0) 
= (DKlll>D) 

//oo 
/SIGNALS: 05 08 ii 

/PRINTICS= 6 /GD-tirmeSS= 11 667 1: 
/NOGO-timeSS= 61 5 61 

;detector interface 
DS 111 = (DSlll>O) 
DS1112 = (DS112~0) 

DP-051 = (DPOSl>O) 
DP 081 
DPrlll 

= (DPO81>0) 
q (DPlll>O) 

DK-051 = (DKOSl>O) 
DK-081 = (DK081>0) 
DK-111 = (DKlll>O) 

//003 
/SICWALS: 02 Da 10 12 
/PRINTtS= 10 11 12 13 
/GO-timett= 
/NW-timeSS= :: :5 102 1: 

;detector interface 
DP-021 = (DP021~0) 
DP-081 := (DPOM>O) 
DP 101 
DPI121 

:= (DPlOl>O) 
:= (DPlZl>O) 

DK-021 :: (DK021~0) 
DK 081 :: (DKO81>0) 
DK-101 :: (DKlOl>O) 
DK1121 :: (DKl21>0) 

//END 
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A.3, NETDAT dataset 

//NETDAT dataset of the TRANSIT network (100% traffic leed) 

;VOR 71M NRN BL1 BL2 REG RES RND 
240 240 1 100 100 1 0 12345 

//GEN 
;GNllM GTOL GTYP .----- 

102 -1025 1 50 
105 -1054 1 350 
108 -1084 1 300 
208 -2084 1 200 
211 -2115 1 840 
251 -2115 2 60 
302 -3024 1 200 

.---------------GINT----------------------< 
00000000000 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
00000000000 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
00000000000 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

//NET 
;LNUH I.TH LSAT CDN SGL >-LYTM-< >-LEQL-< >----LTOL----< >-------LTFR-------< 
-1054 ‘)99 ia00 0 0 40 0 

1053 300 la00 0 0 40 0 
1052 30 1800 001 OS 40 0 
1051 20 1200 001 05 40 0 

2053 350 1800 0 0 42 
2052 30 1800 002 OS 42 
2051 20 1500 002 05 42 

Fl 
0 

-10a4 FWlaoO 0 0 34 
1083 300 1800 0 034 
1082 30 1800 001 08 34 
1081 20 1500 001 OB 34 

0 

: 
0 

3083 220 1800 0 0 37 
3082 30 1aoo 003 Da 37 
3081 20 1800 003 oa 37 

0 

0" 

-2oa49991aoo 0 0 39 
2083 300 1800 0 0 39 
2082 30 ia00 002 08 39 
2081 20 1500 002 08 39 

3114 2'50 1800 0 0 42 
3103 10 1800 0 0 42 
3102 30 1800 003 10 42 
3101 20 1200 003 10 42 
3123 '10 1800 0 0 42 
3122 30 1800 003 12 42 
3121 ;!O 1500 003 12 42 

-2115 999 1800 0 0 39 
2114 150 1800 002 11 39 
2113 150 1800 0 0 39 
2112 30 1800 002 11 39 
2111 20 1500 002 11 39 

36 
36 
36 

z: 

1115 1ea 1800 0 0 43 36 
1114 12 1800 DO1 11 43 0 
1514 12 720 001 11 0 -20 
1113 150 ia00 ooi ii 43 36 
1112 30 1800 001 11 43 36 
1111 20 1500 001 11 43 36 

-3024 999 1800 0 0 36 0 
3023 300 1800 0 0 36 0 

3022 30 is00 003 02 36 3021 20 1800 003 02 36 : 

-1025 W? 720 0 0 25 0 
1024 150 1800 0 025 0 
1023 221) 1800 0 041 0 
1022 30 1800 001 02 41 0 

0 1053 0 0 350 0 
0 1052 0 0 350 0 

D 0 0 1051 
0 0 0 2053 308: 5: ::: 10: 

0 0 0 2052 0 0 250 0 
0 0 0 2051 0 0 250 0 
00 0 0 3114 0 150 100 

z i 
0 1083 0 0 300 0 
0 1082 0 0 300 0 

0 0 0 1081 0 0 300 0 
0 0 2053 3083 0 50 200 50 

0 0 0 3082 0 0 350 0 
0 0 0 3081 0 0 350 0 

0 0 0 2083 0 0 200 0 
0 0 0 2082 0 0 200 0 

: : 
0 2081 0 0 200 0 
0 3114 1115 50 100 50 

0 0 3103 3123 0 100 250 0 
0 0 0 3102 0 0 350 0 
0 0 0 3101 0 0 250 0 

0 1024 0 0 100 
: : 312: 0 0100 0 0 
0 0 3121 0 0100 0 0 

0 0 0 2114 0 0840 0 060 0 
0 0 0 2113 0 0840 0 060 0 
0 0 0 2112 0 0840 0 060 0 
0 0 D 2111 0 0840 0 060 0 
0 0 3114 1115 0 150 690 0 0 60 0 

0 0 
0 0 

0” 0” 
0 0 

0 0 
0 0 

: : 

: 0” 
0 0 
0 0 

0 1114 1514 D 740 0 0 060 
0 1113 0 0740 0 0 0 0 
0 1113 0 0 0 00600 
0 1112 0 0740 00600 
0 1111 0 0740 00600 

0 3023 
0 3022 
0 3021 
0 1023 

0 1024 
0 1022 
0 1022 
0 1021 

0 0 200 0 
0 0 200 0 
0 0 200 0 
0 0 200 0 

0 0 50 0 
0 050 0 
0 0 300 0 
0 0 350 0 
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1021 20 1500 001 02 41 0 D 0 0 0 2053 0 300 50 

/BIG 
1021 1051 1081 1111 2051 2061 2111 3021 3081 3101 3121 

//DET 
/DS1 

2111 11111 

/DS2 
2114 1114 1514 

/DPl 
1022 1052 1082 1112 2052 2082 2112 3022 3082 3102 3122 

/DK1 
1021 1051 1081 1111 2051 2081 2111 3021 3081 3101 3121 

//END 

Figure 5. The network of the NETDAT data set 
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A.4. REGFIL dataset 

FLEXSYTI-9.0.1. * TRAFFIC-CONTROL-SICLATION-PACKAGE l PART FLXREG * RUS/DVK-CX ' ROTTERDAM ' 
07-10-90 * 15:09:37 l TABLE 1 
ONETDL,T dataset of the TRANSYT netuork (100% traffic Laad) 

CONDAT dataset for FIXED-TIME control of the TRANSIT netwerk 

HANDAT dataset for FIXED-TIME control 

TIME 

IN 

SECONI)S 

241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
25') 
260 
26'1 
26;! 
263 

2: 

E 

szi 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
276 
277 
278 
279 

ft 

5: 
284 
285 
286 
287 
288 
289 

001 001 

02 08 

001 001 

05 11 

#= <Iy= = 
#= <1y-- < 
#= <#= < 
#= <#= < 
#< < #< < 
* <#= < 
#= <* < 
#< =#< < 
#= =#z = 
# =#< = 
#< =* = 
t <ry= = 
# =#< = 
t< =* = 
#< =#< = 

s 
=# = 
rf< = 

X n)p r 
X ex= = 
x nx= = 

D = = 
D = 

#z :#z 
#= <#= 
#= <#= 
#= *#= 
#= <#= 
#< = #< 
#4 =* 
#= =* 
#= =* 
#= <#< 
#< =#Z 
#= = #< 

c 
=* 
=* 

#= = #< 
t< =* 
#= = #< 
#= =* 
#= = #< 

=#< n#z 
0* = #< 
=# =1y= 
=f = xc 

#= S#Z 
4 #< = #< 
<#= =* 

002 

05 

# 
# 
At 
t 
# 

i 

i 

I 
# 

I 
f 

: 

1J 
# 
# 
I 
f 
# 

z 
# 

: 
# 
# 
Ar 
Ar 
t 
# 
t 
# 
X 
x= 
X' 

= 

002 

11 

=ry= 
#* 

<Ir= 
4 Ir< 
cu= 
* #< 
4 #= 
4 #< 
*Ar= 
<#= 
<#= 
4 #< 
<#= 
4 #< 
<#= 
<#= 
4 #< 
<#= 
4 #< 
<#= 
< #< 
*#= 
* #< 
*#= 
<#= 
< 14 
<#= 
4 #< 
<#= 
< #< 
< #= 
<#= 
< #< 
<#= 
4 f< 
<#= 
< #< 
<X 
< x< 
<x 
< 

= < 
4 #< 
4 #< 
4 #c 
c#* 
4# 
<# L 
<# = 

003 003 

08 12 

003 003 

02 10 

# Ar 
##=< 
##=c 
##=< 
#=n= 4 
#=P 4 
#= #< < 
x=# 4 
xx * 
x4x 4 

=x < 
= 
= Ar: At 
< #< #= 
< #< #= 
< #* #= 
< f # 
< # #< 
4 # # 
< =a #= 
4 =# #= 
< q # #= 
< ##= 
< 4# x= 
< cx x4 
< 4x x 
4 4x 4 

< 
::: 4 

4 
:: < 

< 
c’: < 
##< 4 
#u= 4 

< 
;: 4 
##< 4 
##= = 
##< = 
f#= = 
# # 4 
# # 4 
x Ar< 4 
x x < 
x x 4 

X 4 
= 
=# ;w: 
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A.S. RORPLL Ar+ran* ------- 

FLEXSYTI-9.0.1. * TRAFFIC-CONTROL-SIMIJLATION-PACKAGE * PART FLXRES * RUS/DVK-CX l ROTTERDAM l 30-09-90 * 14:37:01 * page 1 
NETDAT dataset of the TRANSYT netuork (100% traffic laad) 
CONDAT dataset for FIXED-TIME control of the TRANSIT network 
HANDAT dataset for FIXED-TIME control 

>*w ATTENTIDN ..>>>>>*p traffic-nmdels of FLXSYT-I- not scientific validated, so be careful uith results *cc<<<<<< ATTENTIDN <*<< 
Results obtained after 10800. seconds of simulation 

>-------Nw-GREE)(TI”ES--------< ,----e------------ PERCENTAGES-OF-NOW-GREENTIMES-IN-CLASSES-OF-lO-SECOWDS-UIDTH--------------------~ 
SIGNAL NUn IN SECDNDS o/ lO/ 20/ 301 40/ 50/ 60/ 70/ ao/ 90/100/110/120/130/140/150/160/170/180/1~/200/210/220/230/240 
NUF(BER OF AV SD WIN IIAX lO/ 20/ 30/ 401 5Of 60/ 70/ 80/ 90/100/110/120/130/140/150/160/170/180/190/200/210/220/230/240/1NF 

CycL >-----------------< ,-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------c 

001/02 150 53 0 53 53 0 0 0 0 0100 0 OOODOOO 00000000000 
001/05 150 31 0 31 31 0 0 0100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

>-----------GREENTInES--------< ,-----------------PERCENTAGES-OF----- GREENTIWES-IN-CLASSES-OF-1D-SECONDS-UIDTH--------------------~ 
SIGNAL MUM IN SECDNDS O/ lO/ 20/ 301 40/ 50/ 60/ 70/ 80/ 90/100/110/120/130/140/150/160/170/180/1~/200/210/220/230/240 
NUMBER OF AV SD MIN HAX lO/ 20/ 30/ 40/ 50/ 60/ 70/ 80/ 90/100/110/120/130/140/150/160/170/180/19D/200/210/220/230/240/1NF CY(-L *-----------------< ,-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------c 

001/02 149 19 0 19 19 0 100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 000000 D D 0 0 0 0 0 0 
001/05 150 41 0 41 41 0 0 0 0100 0 0 0 0 00000000000 0 0 0 0 0 

p----------cyc~~ TESES.--------< ,-----------------PERcENTAGEs-DF---- CYCLE TI~ES-IN-CLASSES-OF-lO-SECONOS-UIDTH---------------------~ 
SIGNAL MUM IN SECONDS O/ lO/ 20/ 30/ 40/ 50/ 60/ 70/ 801 90/100/110/120/130/140/150/160/170/180/190/200/210/220/230/240 
NUHBER OF AV SD MIN MAX lD/ 20/ 30/ 40/ 50/ 60/ 70/ 80/ 90/100/110/120/130/140/150/160/170/180/190/200/210/220/230/240/1NF 

CycL >-----------------< ,-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------c 
001/02 149 72 0 72 72 0 0 0 0 0 0 0100 0 0 0 00000000000000 
OOl/OS 150 72 0 72 72 0 0 0 0 0 0 0100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

FLEXSYTI-9.0.1. l TRAFFIC-CDNTROL-SICLATIDN-PACKAGE l PART FLXRES * RWS/DVK-CX l ROTTERDAM l 30-09-90 l 14:37:01 l page 2 

NETDAT dataset of the TRANSYT netuork (100% traffic laad) 
CDNDAT dataset for FIXED-TIHE control of the TRANSYT network 
MANDAT dataset for FIXED-TIME control 
F>>> ATTENTIDN >>p>>>>i> traffic-models of FLXSYT-I- not scientific validated, so be careful with results <<c<<c*<< ATTENTIDN <<<< 

ResuIts obtained after 10800. seconds of siaulation 
,-----------DELAy-AT-STOPLINE------------< >.---e.---- ----PERCENTAGES-OF-DELAY-IN-CLASSES-OF-~-OR-lO-SECONDS-UIDTH---------------~ 

FROn TOT NUn IN SECONDS o/ 5/ lO/ 15/ 20/ 30/ 40/ 50/ 60/ 70/ 801 90/100/110/120/130/140/150/160/170/180/190 
GENER. SIGNAL Y OF AV SD MX 5/ lO/ lS/ 20/ 30/ 40/ 50/ 60/ 70/ 80/ 90/100/110/120/130/140/150/160/170/180/190/INF 
>--------me-< p CARS >------------------< ,---------------------‘----------------------------------------------------------------c 

102 001/02 1 132 60.3 39.9 188.5 3 2 4 5 616 11 13 8 5 5 6 3 3 1 4 2 10 D 2 0 
105 001/05 1 1034 ll.5 ll.3 46.7 42 10 11 10 20 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0000000000 
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>-----------DELAy-AT-STOPLINE------------< ,--------------._..__,.,,,,, “, DEDrE”s.ece-nc.otLAï-~.,--. ----- L)I ~~rrJJc~-ÛF-j-~-iû-SECONDS-UIDTH---------------c 
FRDH TOT MUM IN SECONDS Of 5/ lof 15f 2Of 3Of 4Of 5Df 6Of 7Df 8Of 90/100/110/120/130/140/150/160/170/180/190 

SIGNAL SIGNAL Y OF AV SD HAX SI lof 15f 2Of 3Of 4Of 5Of 6Of 7Of 8Of 90/100/110/120/130/140/150/160/170/180/190/1NF 
,--------me-< p CARS ,--------------mm--< >------------------------ -------.-----------------------------------------------------c 

001/02 002/05 1 139 14.5 8.1 28.818 616 33 27 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 0 
001/05 DO2/05 1 516 2.1 3.2 15.5 80 17 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

FLEXSYTI-9.0.1. l TRAFFIC-CDNTROL-SIHULATIDN-PACKAGE l PART FLXRES l RNSIDVKCX l ROTTERDAM * 30-09-90 l 14:37:01 l page 3 

NETDAT dataset of the TRANSYT netuork (100% traffic load) 
CONDAT dataset for FIXED-TIME control of the TRANSIT network 
HANDAT dataset for FIXED-TIWE control 

*>>> ATTENTIDN >m>>>>>> traffic-modeis of FLXSYT-I- not scientific validated, so be careful with results ccccccc~c ATTENTIDN <*cc 
Results obtained after 12 subrun of 900. seconds each 

LANE >-----------.TyPE-ONE---------< >------------TYPE-TY-----------< DEG 
SIGNAL AT SAT .--AVERAGE-TOTALS-AT-STDPLINE---c >--AVERAGE-TOTALS-AT-STOPLINE---c OF 
NUMBER LINK FLOW FLDU >------DELAY-IN-SECONDS----4 FLDU >------DELAY-IN-SECONDS----4 SAT 

MUM VHfH VHfH MUM AV SD MIN MAX VHfH MUM AV SD MIN HAX X 
SUB >---------------------< SUB ,---------------------< 

OOlfD2 1021 1500 336 12 65.0 30.2 37.7 129.1 0 0 l **** t**** l **** l **** pj 

OOlfO5 1051 1200 345 12 ll.4 2.1 8.6 14.5 0 0 l **** l ***. l **** t**+* jo 

FLEXSYTI-9.0.1. l TRAFFIC-CDNTROL-SIMULATION-PACKAGE l PART FLXRES l RUSfDVK-CX * ROTTERDAM l 30-09-90 l 14:37:01 * page 3 

NETDAT dataset of the TRANSYT netuork (100% traffic load) 
CONDAT dataset for FIXED-TIME control of the TRANSYT network 
MANDAT dataset for FIXED-TIME control 

>>>* ATTENTION *>>*>>m> traffic-models of FLXSYT-I- not scientific validated, so be careful uith resuits <<<(<<(<< ATTENTION *<<* 
Results obtained after 10800. seconds of simulation 
>-------------------c,------------. DISTRIBUTI~-OF-~AXICKm-QUEUE-DURING-CYCLES-OF-SIGNAL-O~-OF-INTERSECTIOW-001----------------~ 

LINK SIGNAL MAX Of lf 2/ 3/ 4/ 5/ 6/ 8/ lof 12f 14/ 16/ la/ 2Of 22f 24f 26/ 31f 36/ 51/ 41f 46/ 56/ 61/ 66/ 71/ 76/ 
NUMBER NLR4BER QUEUE Of lf 2/ 3/ 4/ 5/ 7/ 9/ llf 13f 15f 17f 19f 21f 23f 25/ 3Of 35/ 4Of 45/ 5Of 55/ 6Of 65/ 7Of 75/INF/ 

>-----<>-----<>-----<,--------------.---------------------- -------------------------‘------------------------------------------c 

1053 50 146 2 1 0 0 0 0 0000000000 0000000000 
1052 OOlfO5 510912 ll10 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1051 OOlfO5 3 16373066 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2052 002/05 5 140 6 2 1 00000000000000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 D 0 
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FLEXSYTI-9.0.1. l TRAFFIC-rrWr?R'L-S!~~LA?!DN-B'r"Ar= . ""MYL l FART FLXRES * m,,.. --...- 1.1 -.. * - --- IWJ,VVK KUIlERDAN - 30-09-90 l 14:37:01 
NETOAT dataset of thc TRANSIT netuork (100% traffic load) 

*page 4 

CONDAT dataset for FIXED-TIHE control of the TRANSIT network 
MANDAT dataset for FIXEO-TIHE contra1 
>*a> ATTENTIDN m>>*>>>> traffic-mcdels of FLXSYT-I- not scientific validated, 80 be careful with results <<**<<w< ATTENTION <<<< 
Results obtained after 12 subrun of 900. seconds each 
This table concerns car-type=1 

MUM LINK FLOU SAT LINK DIST. DELAY YNEY TIME STDPS NAX GUEUE ALL TYPES 
OF NUMBER VEH/H FLOU lgth TRVLLD VEH.H/H TIHE SPENT VEH/H VEH 

SUB AV SD MIN MAX VH/H HTRS VH.KM/H AV SO MIN MAK SECS VEH.H/H AV SD MIN NAX % CAP AV SD HIN NAX 
,-------------e---< >---------------------* ,----------------------< >-----------------< 

12 1053 346 33 284 408 la00 300 103.80 .03 -01 .02 .06 27.0 2.63 0 12 050 0 0 0 2 
12 1052 345 32 284 408 la00 30 10.35 .25 -12 .04 .44 2.7 .51 3: 2: 0 72 11 5 3 1 0 5 
12 1051 344 34 280 408 1200 20 6.89 .79 .14 60 .99 1.8 .96 104 14 84 132 30 3 3 0 3 3 
12 2053 269 32 208 316 1800 350 94.38 .03 -01 .Ol .04 30.0 2.28 0 0 0 0 058 0 0 0 0 

NW TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL SPEED 
OF DISTANCE TIME DELAY STOPS 

SUB TRAVELLED SPENT 
VEH.KM/H VEH.H/H VEH.H/H VEH/H KWH 

12 1337.52 62.69 28.80 2388. 21.51 AVERAGE 
65.03 7.12 5.99 363. 1.86 STANDARD DEVIATIDN 

1250.29 51.02 18.96 1886. 18.93 MINIMW 
1469.91 77.64 40.35 3232. 24.74 HAXII(UW 

FLEXSYTI-9.0.1. l TRAFFIC-CONTROL-SINULATIDN-PACKAGE l PART FLXRES l RWDVKCX l ROTTERDAM l 30-09-90 l 14:37:01 l gage 6 

NETDAT dataset of the TRANSIT network (100% traffic load) 
CONDAT dataset for FIXED-TIWE control of the TRANSIT netwerk 
HANDAT dataset for FIXED-TIME control 

>>*B ATTENTIDN >>>>**>m traffic-models of FLXSYT-I- not scientific validated, so ba careful with results <w<<**<< ATTENTIOW *<<< 
Results obtained after 12 subrun of 900. seconds each 
This table concerns car-type=2 

NW LINK FLW SAT LINK DIST. DELAY YNEY TIHE STOPS MAX WEUE ALL TYPES 
OF NUMBER VEH/H FLOU LGTH TRVLLD VEH.H/H TIME SPENT VEH/H VEH 

SUB AV SD MIN NAX VH/H HTRS VH.KM/H AV SD MIN NAX SECS VEH.H/H AV SD MIN NAX % CAP AV SD MIN MAX 
>-----------------< >---------------------< >----------------------< >-----------------< 

12 2114 60 1 56 64 1800 150 9.00 .oo .oo .oo .oo 15.0 .25 0 0 0 0 025 0 0 0 0 
12 2113 60 2 56 64 1800 150 9.05 .03 .03 .oo .09 15.0 .2a 4 4 0 12 6 25 10 6 2 23 

MUM TOTAL 
OF DISTANCE 

SUB TRAVELLED 
VEH .KM/H 

12 45.08 
.79 

44.05 
46.75 

TOTAL TOTAL TOTAL SPEED 
TIME DELAY STOPS 

SPENT 
VEH.H/H VEH.H/H VEH/H KWH 

1.95 .39 49. 23.16 AVERAGE 
.ll .lO 15. 1.19 STANDARO DEVIATION 

1.81 .24 24. 21.54 MININUM 
2.11 .53 72. 24.91 MAXIMUM 
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B. Prototype input datasets 

B.14, MANDAT dataset 

//MANDAT-dataset for a PROTOTYPE for an isolated RAMP-WETERING INSTALLATIDN 

//DETector-element-nsmes 
_ SPEED-DETECT- LDNG-LCUP- DCCUPANCY-DETECTDR- SHDRT-LWP- 

//TIMw-element-nsmes 
INI1~TIWER~ 
GREENTIMER- YELLW-TIMER- REDTIMER- 
METERING~TIMER~ MEASURE~TIWER~ 

//MEHory-element-nmes 
PRINT- 
HIN~GREEN~TIME~ 
HIN~YELLW~TIME- 
HIN~RED~TIWE~ 
MIN~METERING~TIHE~ 
CUR~METERING~TIME~ 
HEASUREPERICKI- 
MEASURE~HET~TIHE~ 

MAX-GREEN-TIME- 
HAX-YELLW-TIME- 

MAX~HETERING~TIHE~ 
METERING~TIME- 
PERIOD- 
CLEARANCE-TIME- 

FLW-MEIJ- 
FLWPER-HWR- 
SETJJN-FLW- 

FLW-OLD- FLW-CUR- 

SET-DFF-FLW- 

SPEED-NEU- SPEED-OLD- SPEEDCUR- 
VEH-SPEED-OLD- VEH-SPEED-CUR- 
SPEEDUPSTREAH- SPEED-DWNSTREAM- 
SET-MAX-ON-SPEEO- SET-MAX-OFF-SPEED- 
SET-ON-SPEED- SETOFF-SPEED- 

ALPHA-INCREASE-FLW- 
BETA--INCREASE-SPEED- 
ALPHA- 

ALPHA-DECREASE-FLW- 
BETA-DECREASE-SPEED- 
BETA- 

CAPACI TY- 
OCCUPANCY-CUR- 
ALINI’ACDNSTANT- 
DNRACIP-VOLUWE- 

OCCUPANCY-SETPOINT- 

//LOGical-element-names 
-CREE N- 
O’J- 
-MIN-GREEN- 
-MIN-YELL- 
~l4IN~RED~ 
-HETERING- 
-P=- 
-ALTERNATE- 
-SPEED-LEVEL- 

RUS- 

YELLW- -RED- 
OP -DA- 
-HAX-GREEN- 

-MAX-YELLW- 
-VEHICLE-DEPARTED- 
-METER- -CLEARED- 
-D’J”“Y- 

ALINEA- 

-DK- 

//COLLECTION-nsmes 
METERING~INSTALL- WETERING~SIGNAL~ 

//Sst/00 statements on intersection leve1 

S(PERIUi~=36OO/MEASURE~PERIODJ .= S(INIT-TIMER-=0) 
S(MEASlJRE~TIHER-=O) .= S(INIT~TIHER~=O) 
SKUR~METERING~TIHE-=MIN~METERING~TIME~) .= S(INIT~TIHER~=O) 

S~METERING~,S(METERING~TIMER~=O) .= SmGREENJS 
E-METERING- .= S(WETERING~TIMER~=CUR~HETERING~T1MEJ 
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//ttf,fSS stetsments on signal leve1 

SmCLEARED- . q S(INIT~TIMER~=O) 
S-RED-. .= S(INIT~TINER~=O) 

S~MIN~~GREEN~,S~MAX~GREEN~,S(GREEN~TIHER~=O) .= 
E-Hl N-.GREEN- .= 
E-MwCREEN- .= 

S~MIN~,YELLW~,S~HAX~YELLW~,S(YELLW~TIMER~=O) .= 
E-MIN-YELLW- .= 
E-HAX-YELL- .= 

S~HIN~RED~,S(RED~TIHER~=O) .= 
E-MIN-RED- .= 

//END 
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8.2. CONDAT dataset 

//COIIDAT-dataset for a PROTOTYPE of an isolated RANP-WETERING INSTALLATIDN, with the RUS end ALINEA 
control strategy. 

//ooo 
~~~~~l?ING~INSTALL~: 001 

~WETEI~ING~SIGNAL-~~: Dl 05 45 

/RUS 
/AL IkA- 
/CAPAC 1 TY- 
/AL INEA-CDNSTANT- 
/DCCUPANCY~SETWI NT- 
/ONRAMP~VOLIBiE~ 
/MEASlIRE~MET~TIME~ 
/SET~UAX~ON~SPEED~ 
/SET-MAX-OFF-SPEED- 
/MIN~l’lETERING~TIHE~ 
/BAX~MIETERING~TIME~ 
/MEASL!RE_PER100- 

/ALPHA-INCREASE-FLW- 
/ALPHA-DECREASE-FLW- 
/BETA-INCREASESPEED- 
/BETA-DECREASE-SPEED- 

/SET-ON-FLW- 
/SETOFF-FLW- 
/SET-ON-SPEED- 
/SETOFF-SPEED 

/CLEARANCET 1 ME-05 
/CLEARANCE_TIME45 
/MI N-GREEN-T 1 HE-05 
/MIN~GREEN~TIWE~45 
/HAX~GREEN~T ME-05 
/MAX~GREEN~TIME~45 
/MIN-YELLW-TIME- 
/HIN~YIILLW~TIblE~45 
/XAX~Yl:LLW~TIME~05 
/HAX~Yt:LLW~TIME~45 
/MIN~Rt:D~TIHE~05 
/CIIN~RED~TlME~45 

=T 
=F 
= 4400 
= 70 
= 0.18 
= 800 
= 1.0 
q 25 
= 45 
= 4.5 
= 12.0 
q 30.0 

= 0.25 
= 0.25 
= 0.2 
q 0.1 

q 3500 
= 3000 
= 50.0 
= 70.0 

q 2.0 
= 2.0 
= 1.0 
= 1.0 
= 5.0 
= 5.0 
= 0.5 
= 0.5 
= 2.0 
= 2.0 
= 2.0 
= 2.0 

-DV-011 = (SPEED~OETECTDR~Oll~O) 
-DV-012 = (SPEED-DETECTOR-012>0) 
-DV-013 = (SPEED-DETECTOR-013>0) 
-DV-014 = (SPEED-DETECTOR-014>0) 
-DV-015 = (SPEED-DETECTOR-015~0) 
-DV-016 = (SPEED-DETECTOR-016>0) 

-DK-051 = (SHDRT~LDDP~051>0) 
-DK-052 = (SHDRT-LOOP-052~0) 
-DK-053 = (SHDRT~LtXX’~053~0) 
-DP-054 q (LDNG~LDDF’~O54>0> 
-DK-055 = (SHDRT-LDOP-055>0) 

-DK-451 = 
-DK-452 = 
-DK453 = 

(SHDRT_LCQP451>0) 
(SHORT-LWP-452~0) 
(SHDRT-LOOP-453~0) 

S(FLWNEU~Ol6=FLW~NEU~Ol6+1) .= S-DV-Oll+S-DV-012 
S(FLW-HEU~Ol4=FLW~NEU~Ol4+1) .= SmDV-D13+SwDV-014 
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S(FLU~~NEU~O52=FLW_NEU~O52+1) .= S-DK-055 + SmDK-453 
S(FLW~NEU~051=FLW~NEU~051+1) .= SeDK-052 + SOK-451 

S(VEH--SPEEDCUR-013=SPEED-DETECTDR-013) .= S-DO13 

S(BETA-=BETA-INCREASE-SPEED-) .= S~DV~Ol3.(VEH~SPEED~CUR~Ol3~VEH_SPEED~OLD~Ol3) 
S(BETA-=BETA-DECREASE-SPEED-) .= S~DV~Ol3.(VEH~SPEED~CUR~Ol3~VEH~SPEED~OLD~Ol3) 

S(VEH~~PEED~OLD~Ol3=BETA~*VEH~SPEED~CUR~Ol3+(l-BETA~)*VEH~SPEED~OLD~O13) .= S-DUO13 

S(VEH-SPEED-CUR-014=SPEED-DETECTOR-014) .= SmDV-014 

S(BETA-=BETA-INCREASE-SPEED-) .= S~DV~Ol4.(VEH~SPEED~CURol4>VEH~SPEED~OLDol4> 
S(BETA-=BETA-DECREASE-SPEED-) .= S~DV~Ol4.(VEH~SPEED~CLlR~Ol4~VEH~SPEEO~OLD~Ol4) 

S(VEH~SPEED~OLD~Ol4=BETA_fVEH_SPEED~CUR~Ol4+(l-BETA~)*VEH~SPEED~OLD_014) .= S-DV-014 

S(VEH~SPEED~CUR~015=SPEED~DETECTOR~Ol5) .= SmDV-015 

S(BETA~=BETA~INCREASE~SPEED~) .= S~DV~OT5.(VEH~SPEED~CUR~O15>VEH_SPEED~OLD~Ol5) 
S(BETA-=BETA-DECREASE-SPEED-) .= S~DV~Ol5.(VEH~SPEED~CUR~OT5~VEH_SPEED~OLD~Ol5) 

S(~H~SPEED~OLD~Ol5=BETA~*VEH_SPEED_CUR~Ol5+(l-BETA~)‘VEH~SPEED~OLD~Ol5) .= S-DV-015 

S(VEH~;PEED~CUR~016=SPEEDoETECTOR_016) .= S-DV-016 

S(BETAmm=BETAwINCREASE_SPEED-) .= S~DV~Ol6.(VEH~SPEED~CUR~O16*VEH_SPEEDoLD_016) 
S(BETAme=BETAsDECREASESPEED-) .= S~DV~O16.(VEH~SPEED~CUR~Ol6cVEH_SPEEO~OLD~Ol6) 

S(MH~!ìPEED~OLD~016=BETA~*VEH_SPEED_CUR~Ol6+(l-BETA~)*VEH~SPEED~OLD_016) .= S-DV-016 

S(ALPHL.-•ALPHA-INCREASE-FLW-) .= S-PRDC-.(FLW-NEU-Ol6~FLW-OLD_016) 
ScALPHA-=ALPHA-DECREASE-FLWJ .= S~PROC~.(FLW~NEU~016~FLW~OLD_016) 

S(FLW~OLD~O16=ALPHA+FLW~NEU~O16+(l-ALPHA~)*FLW~OLD~Ol6) .= S-PROC- 
S(FLW~CUR~016=FLW~NEU_016),S(FLW~NEU~016=0) .= SPROC- 

S(ALPHA-=ALPHA-INCREASE-FLW-) .= S~PROC~.(FLW~NEU_014*FLW~OLD~Ol4) 
S(ALPHA-=ALPHA-DECREASE-FLWJ .= S~PRDC~.(FLW~NEU~014~FLW~OLD~Ol4) 

S(FLW OLD~014=ALPHA~*FLW~NEU014+(1-ALPHA_)*FLW~OLD~Ol4) .= SPRDC- 
S(FLW~~:UR~014=FLW~NEU~014),S(FLW~NEU~014=0) .= S-PROC- 

S(FLW~:UR~052=FLW~NEU~052),S(FLW~NEU~052=0) .= SPROC- 
S(FLW~:UR~051=FLW~NEU~051),S(FLW~NEU~051=0) .= SePROC- 

S(SPEED~UPSTREAn_=(VEH_SPEED_OLD-Ol3+VEH-SPEED-DLD-O14)/2) .= SePROC- 
S(SPEED~~DWNSTREAM~=(VEH~SPEED~OLDol5+VEH~SPEED~OLD~Ol6)/2) .= SmPRDC- 

S(FLW-PER-HWR- = FLW-OLD-014 l PERIOD-) .= SPRDC- 

S-METER-. .= S-PROC-.((SPEEDUPSTREAM- < SET-DNSPEEDJ+(SPEED-DWNSTREAM- ( SET-DB-SPEED-)+ 
+(FLW-PER-HCUR- > SET-DY-FLW-)) 

E-METER- .= S~PRDC~.(SPEED~UPSTREAM~ > SET~OFF~SPEED~).(SPEED~DWNSTREAM~ ’ SETOFFSPEED-). 
.(FLW-PER-HCUR- < SETOFF-FLW-).-DP-054N 

S-SPEED-LEVEL- .= S-PROC_.((SPEEDUPSTREAM-<SET-MAX_OEI_SPEED_)+(SPEED-DWNSTREAM-<SET-~X-~-SPEED-)) 
ESPEEO-LEVEL- .= S~PROC~.(SPEED~UPSTREAM~~SET~HAX~OFF~SPEED~).(SPEED~DWNSTREAM~>SET~KPFFSPEED_) 

S(DNRAMP~VOLLBlE~=CAPACITY~-FLW-PER-HWR-) .= SPRDC--RUS-.-SPEED-LEVEL-N 
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S(HETERING~TIHE~=MOO/DRRAMP~VOLLJHE~) .= SPRDC- 
S(METliRING~TIME~~IN~METERING~TIHE~,MAX~METERING~TIHE~)) .= SBPRCZ- 
S(METI-:RING~TIME~--(M~METERING~TIWE~,HIN~METERING~TIME~)) .= SBPRDC- 
S(HETERING~TIME~=MAX~METERING~TIWE~) .= SPRDC-.RUS-.-SPEED-LEVEL- 

S~DunrtY~Ol2,S(#rR~METERING_TInE~=CUR~METERING~TIWE~~EASURE~MET~TIME~) .= (ERED-05 + ERED45). 
.(~~ETERING~TIME,(CUR~METERING~TIME~+MEASURE~~ET~TIHE~)).~~DK~O53+~DK~452) 

S~D~lY~Ol2,S(~~METERING~TIME~=CUR~METERING~TIME~-MEASURE~HET~TIME~) .= (E-RED-05 + ERED45). 
.(CIETERING~TIME~~~CUR~~ETERING~TIME~-MEASURE~MET~TIME~)).~~DK~O53+~DK~452) 

S(CUR~~METERING~TIME~=HETERING~TIHE~) 
E-RED-45).-DWIY~012N 

.= (ERED-05 + 

E-DUU’IY-012 .= EREDO + ERED-45 

SBGREEN45 .= ERED45 
ECLEARED45 .= S-GREEN45 
E-GREEN45 .= (E~MIN~GREEN~45.~VEHICLE~DEPARTED~45+S~DK~45l.~MAX~GREEN~45+E~CUX_GREEN~45) . -HETER- + 

+ SBMETER- 
SmYELLWB45,E-ALTERNATE-05,E-VEHICLE-DEPARTED45 .= E-GREEN45 
S-ALTERNATE45 .= E-GREEN45 . -DK-053 
E-YELLW- 
SBRED-45 

.= E-MIN-YELLW- 

.= E-YELLW- 
E-RED-45 .= ((S~DK~452+S~DK~453+E~METERING~+E~MIN~RED~45+S~RED~O5+S~CLEARED~O5).~~DK~452+~DK~453) 

.-METERING-N . -MINRED_45N . -RED-05 . CLEARED-05 . -ALTERNATE45N) . -METER + E METER - - - 

SmVEHIlCLE-DEPARTED45 
SmCLEARED-45 

.= SmDK-451.~MIN-GREEN-45 

.= S(RED~TIHER~45=CLEARANCE~TIME~45) 

SmGREEI’OS .= E-RED-05 
E-CLEARED-05 
E-GREER-05 

.= SBGREEN-05 
.= (E~HIN~GREEN~O5.~VEHICLE~DEPARTED~O5+S~DK~O52.~MAX~GREEN~O5+E~~~GREEN~O5).~METER~+ 

+ SmMETER- 
S~YELLW~O5,E~ALTERNATE~45,E~VEHICLE~DEPARTED~O5 .= E-GREENOS 
SmALTERNATE-05 
E-YELLW- 

.= E-GREEN-05 . -DK452 

.= S-DK-051 
S RED-05 

. -HIN~YELLW~O5N + E-HAX-YELLW- 

EIRED-Cl5 
.= E-YELLW- 

.= ((SBDK-053 + E-HETERING- + E~MIN~RED~OS + S-RED45 + S-CLEARED45) . -DK-053 . -METERING-N 
. ~MIN~RED~O5N . RE045 . CLEARED45 . ~ALTERNATEOSN) . -METER- + EnETER- 

SmVEHIC:LE-DEPARTED-05 
SCLEAREDOS 

.= S~DK~052.~MIN~GREEN~G5 

.= S<RED~TIMER~O5=CLEARANCE_TInEo5) 

//END 


